HOSPITALITY

wellness concept

In a world that spins fast,
we create wellness oases where time slows down.
Spaces and programs dedicated to health, beauty, and self-care.
Places where body and mind regain harmony and vigour.
Because making people feel better is all that we want.
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HOSPITALITY

Exclusive wellness
for hotels
Spas are now f ar from b eing an exclusive world for the few and have
star ted to make exp eriences exclusive for the many.

The guests who are travelling, over their brief holiday stays,
look for the pleasure of feeling well through wellness solutions
that are more and more surprising and effective. Quality
and differentiation of products and methods, and the choice
of programs validated by scientif ic research are the heart
of our Wellness solutions.
Evocative spaces characterised by sophisticated design
that offer guests extraordinary and distinctive experiences
of health and wellness.
Welcoming places of the soul that celebrate
the thousand-year-old wellness traditions, enhancing
them with innovation and unmistakable details.
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HOSPITALITY

The Starpool method
The mission of our company is to take care of p eople,
favouring psycho - physical balance.
The Starp o ol metho d conveys our idea of wellness
which revolves around the individual, ensuring b enefits for b oth
b o dy and mind, and based on innovation and scientific research.

We reinterpreted the cultural heritage
of the spa tradition f rom a modern perspective,
exploring the many representations of wellness
with a multidisciplinary approach.
We work with leading f igures in the f ields of
medicine, sport, and neuroscience to provide effective
and safe methods of use for our equipment, and we pour
our acquired knowledge into products and services.
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HOSPITALITY

A constant res earch activity allows us to have
the to ols to design cutting- edge Wellness
programs with suggestive areas
destined to the well-b eing of guests.

Offering wellness requires knowledge, competence, and skills.
Facilities can count on our experience for the training of their
employees, to make sure that guests, who are more and more
attentive to health, prevention, and well-being,
have all that they need.
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HOSPITALITY

Heat, water, and rest:
back to basics
The origins of the Starpool method lie in thermalism and its thousandyear-old tradition, which makes up our DNA: heat, water, rest.
The alternation of these three moments allows us to create innovative
Wellness solutions, now attested by scientif ic research,
that can provide authentic psycho-physical benef its
through actual multi-sensory programs.
On this formula, we have also def ined a system of space designing
which is based on the perfect succession of these three phases,
to ensure people’s well-being f rom a scientif ic standpoint.

The starting point of every wellness experience,
heat is the fundamental element in saunas

heat

and steam baths, where the body reacts
to overheating by activating the cardiovascular
system and triggering benef icial perspiration.

Water is the fundamental element in reaction
baths, which allow the body to rebalance its

water

temperature after being exposed to intense heat,
and to trigger a series of benef icial
psycho-physical reactions.

Rest is the state in which our body experiences
psycho-physical relaxation and regeneration.

rest

This condition is necessary to make the most
of your wellness experience.
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Our
Wellness
offer

We revolve around individuals and their health
with metho ds, pro ducts and ser vices that come
from tradition and are p er fected through
innovation. Combined, they show all the ar t
they are capable of.
Complete and functional wellness programs offer
distinctively unique cutting-edge solutions.
The design of our every product is in the service
of well-being and bespoke for each individual.
It creates new synergies between man
and the surrounding nature, creating ideal places
to enjoy moments of authentic well-being.
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Learn more about the characteristics of our products
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Finnish Sauna
INTENSE HEAT

It is the traditional Finnish sauna.
The dry and intense heat inside it,
reaching a temperature of about 80-100°C, envelops the guest
in an energetic embrace, regenerating body and mind, while
the wood conveys an intense and strong sensory experience.
The Finnish sauna is the ideal cabin where to relax, reduce stress,
strengthen the airways, relax your muscles,
oxygenate your tissues and train your cardiovascular system.
Our saunas are exclusive areas that are perfectly equipped
to offer guests the utmost comfort for self-care,
allowing to spend quality time in name of well-being.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Soft Sauna
MILD HEAT

A different way of experiencing the sauna.
Soft Sauna can be described as a gradual
heat bath. A slow, embracing experience that enthrals the senses,
stimulates body and mind, thanks to the temperature
that doesn't exceed 50-60°C with a humidity rate of 50-60%.
A wellness solution that relaxes the body,
tones and softens the skin, reduces stress and anxiety.
It allows to welcome the guests in a new way,
in an exclusive area, designing wellness programs
that move away f rom the traditional method of use of a sauna.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Steam Room
MOIST HEAT

The lightness of heat and the strength of the steam combine
to create a Steam Room, a regenerating oasis of absolute
psycho-physical well-being.
Air, steam, and scented f ragrances combine to soften
the airways and gently rest on the skin,
making natural exfoliation easier and increasing
perspiration. The temperature of 45°C and the humidity rate
of 98% relax the body in an embracing way, favouring
the production of serotonin, the hormone of happiness.
An elegant and distinctive environment for guests,
deriving f rom constant technological innovation,
that offers better quality of air and steam.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Mediterranean Bath
DEEP HEAT

A unique and regenerating place that owes its effectiveness
to radiant heat and enhances the warmth in a balanced way,
spreading it evenly inside the cabin. In this exclusive environment,
clad in stone, marble or crystal, the temperature reaches up to 45-50°C,
while the humidity rate stabilises around 55-65%.
A sensory bath that favours skin elasticity, the elimination
of metabolic waste, and the relaxation of back muscles.
Less known than the traditional products, the Mediterranean bath evokes
the great inheritance that was left to us by the Romans, who were the f irst
to appreciate and make the most of the benef its of heat and steam.
With this in mind, we propose a place of social well-being,
where the stay can be prolonged thanks to the particularly
mild and pleasant temperature and humidity.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Infrared Therapy
DEEP HEAT

Inf rared Therapy offers experiences of profound well-being
thanks to the heat which, through special inf ra-red lamps,
is radiated f rom the ergonomic seat.
This therapy is as ancient as it is effective, and, unlike many
other heat sources, it warms the body
directly f rom within.
A space of psycho-physical restoration where energy
and heat promote localised micro-circulation, thus relaxing
muscles as well as toning and stimulating tissue regeneration.
At the same time, the Inf rared Therapy acts on a cognitive level,
promoting the processes of serotonin production
and reducing stress and anxiety.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

A new way of living wellness
INFRARED CABIN
Characterised by an ergonomic seat and special
inf ra-red lamps, it warms the body gently,
offering a wellness experience that is ideal
to relax muscles and reduce stress and anxiety.

INFRARED SEAT
The inf ra-red lamps that warm the body
through the ergonomic backrest make it perfect
for a local heat treatment. It can be installed
wherever there is a wall to support the backrest,
with no need for a cabin.

INFRARED LOUNGER
The combination with the regenerating power
of the inf rared rays favours muscle relaxation and
the ergonomic structure of the seat adheres
comfortably to the body. It is a valuable option for
the relaxation phase in the wellness experience.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Reaction Therapy
INTENSE, MILD AND LIGHT COLD REACTION

Reaction Therapy is a fundamental phase of the Wellness
experience where water is predominant and helps rebalance
the body functions and temperature.
After being exposed to the heat, an appropriate cold
reaction stops perspiration, tones skin, favours vasoconstriction,
balances the cardiorespiratory system
and ensures f reshness of mind.
Our professionals carefully design the areas dedicated
to the correct cold reaction, to offer a complete program
and ensure all the benef its of the alternation between heat,
water, and rest, maintaining a high standard of quality.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

The regenerating power of water
COLD WATER BL ADE
A burst of energy ensured by the special
waterfall-like jet. To be combined
with the intense heat of the Finnish sauna.

WAT E R B U C K E T
A wide jet of water that falls onto the entire
body when the chain is pulled. Its pouring effect
is ref reshing and toning. To be combined with
the intense heat of the Finnish sauna.

COLD POOL
A pool of icy water that ensures an immediate
ref reshing effect after a session in the Finnish sauna.
It is toning, f irming and it favours vasoconstriction.

ICE FALL
A treatment with an invigorating effect thanks
to the ice crystals to massage gently on the skin,
to favour the rebalancing of body temperature
after the Finnish sauna.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

ICE ROOM
An invigorating place that, thanks to the
f inely crushed ice, rebalances body temperature after
the exposure to the dry heat of the Finnish sauna.

COLD STORM
The pouring of ice-cold water, the blue led light
and the Scots pine f ragrance ensure a highly
invigorating effect. This mild cold reaction
is ideal after being exposed to the heat of the Soft
Sauna or the moist heat of a steam bath.

COLD RAIN
Drops of cold water scented with ice lime
and a green led light ensure f irming, ref reshing
and energizing effects. Especially indicated after
a session in the Soft Sauna or in the steam bath.

COLD BREEZE
The peculiar spray-jet with very f ine droplets,
together with the blue led light and the f irnmint
f ragrance ensure ref reshing and toning sensations.
Indicated after the Mediterranean bath
and the inf ra-red sauna.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

SHOWER HEAD
It ensures physical rebalancing after the heat baths.
It can be adjusted to every individual cold reaction
need, as the water jet intensity and temperature
can be regulated.

SHOWER ONE
It is the ideal solution for those who want
to be embraced by the unique sensations offered
by water. It is possible to choose f rom more than
80 different combinations with adjustable water
temperature, lights and exclusive f ragrances.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Kneipp Therapy
A LT E R N A T I O N B E T W E E N H O T A N D C O L D W A T E R

It honours a much loved and appreciated ancient tradition,
and is combined in the spas of the most prestigious
hotels because of its extraordinary properties.
Kneipp Therapy is based on the perfect alternation
between hot and cold water.
It has a deep action on the body, promoting blood flow and its supply
to the tissues, as well as favouring fluid drainage.
Kneipp Therapy is not only a tool of hydrotherapy,
but is also characterised by the elegance and emotional
impact of a sensory experience expressed through the intensity
of colours and the beauty of design. The Kneipp Therapy
itineraries can be tailored on the needs of each spa,
blending in perfectly with every context.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

A magic sensory experience
WA L K I N G K N E I PP
An itinerary in hydrotherapy, made of pools
of warm and cold water and illuminated by blue
and red led lights, where to plunge your legs
for passive vascular gymnastics.

VERTICAL KNEIPP
Alternating showers of warm and cold water
that have a benef icial vascular effect, illuminated
by colour led lights that indicate the temperature
of each water jet.

WAT E R PA R A D I S E K N E I P P
One Vertical Kneipp composed of four different
showers, which can be activated in sequence
through an only button: Cold Breeze, Summer
Storm, Cold Rain and Tropical Rain.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Experience Shower
EMOTIONAL SHOWERS

A multisensory journey in name of the fulf ilment of personal well-being.
The emotional shower is a special, captivating moment,
rich in f ragrances and colours, to enhance or renovate
the service offered in your facility.
The ideal beginning and ending of every Wellness program,
with pleasant moments of pure relaxation, real evidence
of the care and attention dedicated to guests.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Wellness with water, colours,
and fragrances
SUMMER STORM
The roar of water of the Summer storm,
the Passion flowers f ragrance and the colour red
offer a unique multi-sensory experience.
It has a regenerating effect.

TROPICAL RAIN
Gentle droplets of water scented with passion
f ruit essence caress the body. The soft amber light
rouses energies, evoking the warm atmosphere
of a tropical forest. The effect is relaxing and soothing.

WA R M B R E E Z E
A spray-like water jet with f ine droplets
envelops the body in a warm and relaxing embrace.
The colour red and the orange f ragrance turn
this moment into a complete awakening
of the senses.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Pool
THE SHAPE OF WATER

The unique, suggestive design of our pools arouse emotions.
Sophisticated and timeless materials, like ceramic, stone, steel,
or f ibreglass, give shape to the water.
A fulf illing experience, often irreplaceable for guests.
A unique identity trait for facilities.
Our pools are designed to become exclusive areas that enhance
the beauty of the environment and attract new visitors.
Custom-designed according to specif ic needs, our pools make
every project special and unique.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Relaxation, entertainment,
and regeneration with water
RELAX POOL
The warm temperature of water is ideal
to relieve muscle tensions, release daily stress,
and favour fluids drainage.

S A LT W A T E R P O O L
Salt water has a draining effect and is effective
in the treatment of imperfections like cellulite
and water retention.

SWIMMING POOL
Swimming pools that blend perfectly in the modern
areas of hotels and sports centres. Enhanced with
machines for counter-current swimming, diving
boards and whirlpool systems.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

F A M I LY P O O L
Designed precisely for recreational and bathing
activities. Enhanced with water slides, artif icial
lagoons, plays of water and children's area.

HOT TUB
Whirlpools that combine the pool comfort
to the benef icial action of the massages performed
with water jets at different intensity.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Relax
AREAS FOR REST AND PSYCHO-PHYSICAL RECOVERY

A must for every wellness program,
rest is the condition in which the body is relaxed and enjoys
positive sensations to experience in a comfortable, peaceful,
and welcoming environment.
Our wellness formula, which is based on the alternation
between heat, water, and rest, identif ies this phase as the perfect
ending of every Wellness experience.
It is an essential moment for the body to recover its energy
and restore its physiological balance after the alternation of hot
and cold temperatures.
It is for this reason that we design relaxation areas
with the utmost care and dedication.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

The pleasure of surrendering to peace of mind
BRIDGE LOUNGER
An essential line, minimal design chiselled
in oakwood. The ergonomic prof ile embraces
the body, transforming rest in a moment
of true well-being.

STARLIT
It reinterprets a simple and comfortable kind
of design f rom a modern perspective. The structure
of the side pillars is in olive wood, carved with the
shape of its own leaves. The central structure
is covered in very soft padding.

STARLONGUE
Sinuous and linear, it supports the body perfectly,
keeping the legs in an elevated position.
Ergonomic, compact, and light.

SYNUA LOUNGER
Sinuous structure in oak wood supported by
a polished- aluminium bar. The supplied soft headrest
cushion was designed precisely to improve posture
while resting.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

DAYB E D
Minimal design, adjustable backrest, robust structure
in oak wood, soft padding, and back casters.
The perfect example of how living and bedding
can coexist in one object.

SWEETCHAIR
An alcove of perfect rest, it features
an elegant structure equipped with an inf rared
system that radiates the heat on the whole stone
surface.

Valuable relaxation
In every type of relaxation area in spas, as well as in every space dedicated
to regeneration and recovery, we develop products to theme rest areas, like
Salt Wall, which combines the positive effects of mineral salt with the relaxing
power of light; and Wellness Coach, which transforms the moments dedicated
to rest into actual experiences of psycho-physical regeneration.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Beauty Care
BEAUTY AND SELF-CARE SOLUTIONS

The alternation between heat, water and rest is at the basis
of a new aesthetic idea, where beauty and functional wellness
are reached through treatments and rituals which allow
to feel good inside and out.
We provide our clients with innovative technological solutions
developed on scientif ic bases, which, if combined with
traditional treatments, maximise the benef it for guests.
The quality of our solutions is a great opportunity
for any facility that aims to stand out.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Innovative solutions of beauty
and well-being
NUVOLA
The patented system to regenerate body
and mind that revolutionises the Beauty sector
with the Dry Float Therapy. Its action starts f rom
within and maximises the results of traditional
body treatments.

SOFFIO
Much more than a massage bed. The warm
water caresses the body through a soft membrane
and the colour lights complete the sensory
experience, turning the massage into
a moment of unforgettable well-being.

BAT TISTA
An ally to operators, this multi-function trolley features
compartments that cool down or warm up accessories
and cosmetics, turning treatments in sensory
experiences enhanced by the hot/cold alternation.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

RAXUL
A cabin that recreates all the temperature phases of
the ancient Roman Baths. Here, beauty rituals become
complete wellness programs: remise en forme, detox,
drainage of excess fluids, and toning.

S PA TA B L E
Inspired by the Roman Baths and the Arab hammams,
it turns a cosmetic treatment to f ight blemishes in
an actual multi-sensory spa experience. Developed to
ensure utmost hygiene and easy sanitisation, it is ideal
for scrub, exfoliation, and soaping treatments.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Health Innovation
SOLUTIONS FOR PSYCHO-PHYSICAL WELL-BEING

Solutions that aim to favour people’s psycho-physical
well-being, making their stay special.
Cutting-edge technologies resulting f rom scientif ic research
that allow to enjoy extraordinary experiences and are a strong
incentive for whomever wants to undertake regeneration
programs and reactivate their health potential.
Our wellness solutions aim at mental and physical regeneration,
stress management improvement, immune system
strengthening, and at the enhancement
of perceptive, motor, and cognitive processes.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Regenerate body and mind in a simple way
ZEROBODY
The only system in the world to offer the benef its of
reduced gravity. It is a technological innovation in the
service of regenerative well-being that has a positive
impact on stress, muscle and joint pains, sleep, focus
and psycho-physical recovery.

MOL ECUL AR H YD ROGEN BOOST ER
An easy-to-use, cutting-edge technique that, thanks
to a practical portable intranasal system, offers a large
variety of psycho-physical benef its, thus counteracting
the harmful effect of f ree radicals.

P H O T O B I O M O D U L AT I O N T H E R A P Y
A therapeutic technique based on the emission
of light energy at low f requencies, which reaches
the cells through the skin, providing the former
with new energy.

WELLNESS COACH
The interactive virtual guide that ensures well-being
to body and mind thanks to Mindfulness programs and
guided breathing techniques. Each piece of content
was developed in collaboration with renowned
partners in the f ields of research and sport.
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OUR WELLNESS OFFER

Extra components
PROFESSIONAL TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES

To complete in style the Wellness experience
offered in your facility, you cannot miss out on the functional
and aesthetic Extra components. A plus that def ines in detail
the exclusive environments developed to enhance
and improve the guests' stay.
Professional tools and accessories for specif ic treatments,
chemical and cleaning products, bath linen
and f ragrances. Complementary additions
to live extraordinary experiences.
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INSIGHT

Outdoor
Wellness

The p opularity of outdo or wellness is connected
to a growing interest in travels and op en-air
exp eriences, and to the desire of sp ending more
time in contact with nature.

Our outdoor wellness draws inspiration f rom nature,
a complex and wonderful system that welcomes
unique spaces of regeneration and relaxation,
designed to meet every need in terms of health,
beauty, and self-care.
Our solutions blend in the surrounding environment
thanks to consistent choices in terms of sustainability
and respect of nature.
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OUTDOOR WELLNESS

I.con Collection
I.con Collection is the great outdoor innovation in name
of sustainability. It is the result of the reuse of cargo
containers, transformed in exclusive spaces where
to regenerate body and mind.
This collection consists of enchanting places of refuge, a Finnish
sauna and a relaxation area, respectively in the I.con Sauna
and I.con Relax versions.
The available types of outf itting - mountain, urban, beach def ine an extremely versatile style, both for the interiors
and the exteriors, which blends in perfectly with the
surrounding environment enhancing its characteristics.
Design: studio MFOR.
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OUTDOOR WELLNESS

Nature Sauna
Nature Sauna was developed with the goal of offering people
an experience of total immersion in the landscape.
A project that pulls together design and nature,
communicating with its surroundings and creating
a deep connection with the environment.
Nature Sauna was designed to create a
synergy and evolve together with its surroundings.
Available in the new personal version, for home use,
and in the social version for a shared use in spas.
Design: aledolci&co.
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OUTDOOR WELLNESS

Open Air Sauna
A product inspired by the forest, its colours,
and the intertwining patterns of wood grains.
An idea that brings Wellness anywhere and offers
all the pleasantness of being in the open air.
The architectural design was able to merge
the constructive system of Xlam wooden houses
and Starpool’s clean-cut lines.
Design: studio Cipiuelle Firenze.
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INSIGHT

Private
Wellness
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Model: Inf rared Cabin
Hotel: Lady Maria
Place: Non Valley, Trentino (Trento)
Year: 2020
Country: Italy
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PR IVAT E WE L L N E S S

Room spas
for dream stays
Offering a sp ecial exp erience such as a private ro om spa fulfils the widespread
desire of living tailor-made wellness for ever y need.
Facing a market that is increasingly attentive to innovation and self-care,
we offer hotels the chance to f it out their rooms with fully equipped spas.
Thanks to the Starpool method, this experience is enhanced through
tailored programs, designed to meet specif ic goals of health
and well-being: f rom sleep treatment to stress management, f rom muscle
recovery to new psycho-physical balance.
A room spa def ines the quality of the hotel offer, makes it stand
out and attracts new clients.

I N S P I R AT I O N S F O R A P E R F E C T R O O M S PA

Steam Shower transforms the shower in a steam bath for 2 guests
+ Wellness Coach that brings the Brain Training programs to
a private room, for bespoke mental training.
The room spa experience can be enriched
with cosmetics for a bespoke wellness ritual for the guest.

Finnish Sauna or Inf rared Cabin, the in-room sauna for private use
+ Wellness Coach combined with Brain Training programs for
bespoke mental training.
The room spa experience can be enriched
with cosmetics for a bespoke wellness ritual for the guest.
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Model: Finnish Sauna
Hotel: Residence Villa al Sole
Place: Corvara, South Tyrol (Bolzano)
Year: 2021
Country: Italy
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PR IVAT E WE L L N E S S

Private spa,
the new dimension
of wellness
The Private spa defines a reser ved space,
intended for exclusive use within a wellness area.

It fulf ils people’s desire to indulge in Wellness and self-care,
in a more intimate and welcoming way, even outside one’s own
room. It allows hotels to make their offer stand out thanks to
a customised service, managing a social spa even
in small spaces to be shared.

F O R A P E R F E C T P R I VAT E S PA
Finnish Sauna + Steam Room + Reaction Therapy + Relax to create a complete Wellness area.
A cosy space that welcomes two to six people, offering guests the possibility to enjoy a magical Wellness
experience. The use of selected products to perform one-of-a-kind wellness rituals is highly recommended.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Collections
Created by designers who interpret our values in an original way.
Our products are recognisable, in that they have a strong identity
with a specif ic vocation and personality. Each of them is designed
individually, then realised on a large scale and perfectly blended
within a collection to ensure an excellent offer
at the right price.
They result f rom an advanced engineering process which,
being replicable, ensures both design exclusivity and high
product durability.

We offer utmost attention to details, and we create iconic
elements that elevate the aesthetic value
of the environment where they are installed.
The various collections are consistent with our quality choices,
which include respect of both environment and territory.

D iscover all our collections
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OUR PRODUCTS

SWEET COLLECTION
Uni q u e n e s s , f u n c t io n , s ty le
It conveys all the passion for the Wellness culture
through a unique and distinctive design. Essential shapes
and aesthetic functionality make up professional solutions
for business and home environments.
Design: Cristiano Mino.

SOUL COLLECTION
Col our im pre s s io n s a n d co n te mpo ra r y d e s ig n
It reshapes wellness tradition, offering a unique
atmosphere with fascinating colours. It tailors your experience
with elegant, warm, powdery shades and blends in any
environment, turning into a décor item that is both
beautiful and functional.
Design: Cristiano Mino.

GLAMOUR COLLECTION
C ha rm , t ra dit io n , a n d t im e le s s e le g a n ce
Italian craftsmanship at its best with Glamour Collection,
the perfect combination between f ine materials and timeless
elegance. This Collection brings the ancient spa traditions back
to life, making them modern thanks to functional design
and cutting-edge technology.
Design: Cristiano Mino.
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OUR PRODUCTS

I.CON COLLECTION
Wh e n we lln e s s m e e t s s u s t a in a bility
Resulting f rom the reuse of cargo containers, it puts sustainable
architecture in the service of psycho-physical well-being.
Fully equipped regeneration spaces that can be adjusted
to any context and give new life to their surroundings,
blending in with them and enhancing their characteristics.
Design: studio MFOR.

CLASSIC COLLECTION
Esse n t ia l, pra c t ic a l, a n d e le g a n t
Clean-cut and elegant shapes underline the simplicity
of Classic Collection. The minimal lines shape the tradition
of wellness bringing it into modernity. Materials, attention
to detail, and innovative technologies create emotional
areas where to regenerate body and mind.
Design: Starpool.

SHADE COLLECTION
S tyl e t h a t o u t lin e s a n ew kin d o f we lln e s s
Original shapes made of continuous lines and distinctive
modularity make Shade Collection the utmost expression of
seductive warmth. A collection that turns the world of Wellness
in décor items that blend in perfectly in any home environment.
Design: Cristiano Mino.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Signature products
All our pro ducts can rely on sup erior quality
and on the most sophisticated technolog y available to us, as well as
on the exclusivity of our tailor-made Signature pro ducts.

Our wellness proposals, developed through projects that are
entirely bespoke f rom the designing to the realisation,
are created to meet unique needs, which require solutions
that are as original and complex, as well as
special engineering.

They interpret an idea, a space, a context, through
tailor-made products designed and created to shape your idea
of well-being. To develop detailed and complex projects
and to bring to life the spa and products of your dreams,
you can count on our expertise and competence.
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Let yourself be inspired
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OUR SERVICES

Our services
Consulting, Engineering, Technical Supp or t and Training
are the four pillars sustaining our whole work.

Together, and thanks to the people who are part of our reality,
we develop ambitious projects based on our clients’ real needs,
supporting and accompanying them every step of the way.
We create Wellness solutions with over 20.000 possible
conf igurations. We’ll support you in each phase, starting f rom
the project, in order to help you make the most of our products
and show you their full potential.

Being your Wellness partner pushes us to always do our very
best, to develop regenerating facilities and places
dedicated to people’s well-being.

D iscover more ab out our s er vices
and the consulting packages designed
just for you
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OUR SERVICES

C O N S U LT I N G
Our professionals are by your side in every phase of your
Wellness project to help you make the most of every product
you choose. We’ll support you f rom the idea to the f inal
realisation, helping you to identify the best solution
in terms of sustainability, management, function, and design.

TRAINING
We offer training courses where it is possible to meet
our best wellness professionals. Highly qualif ied personnel
who can offer Wellness competence in terms of management,
promotion and communication of the offered services.
We share our long experience also through training courses
that are specif ically designed to suit context, facility,
and individual needs.

ENGINEERING
We create and give shape to any request, even the most unique,
and we provide all the useful information to create any desired
wellness solution. We provide for careful monitoring and
guaranteed high quality in all production processes. Technical,
engineering, and mechanical supervision in each phase of the
project. Our R&D department works constantly to provide the
technical documentation required to realise every project.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
We provide fast and constant technical support, covering
the hardware and software as well, thanks to our specialised
technicians who give assistance to our clients in the shortest
possible time. Our Control Room allows us to monitor each
piece of equipment remotely, ensuring prompt, inexpensive
action to prevent anomalies and malfunctions.
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

Smart Technology
Sustainable pro ducts and technologically p er forming systems
contribute to defining the quality standard of each activity.
We develop software systems that allow to reduce
our products’ energy consumption, as well as improve
and automate their functions. Technology that increases
connectivity to a computer network which is more
and more sophisticated and, at the same time,
user-f riendly.

The remote management of our every realisation,
ranging f rom the room temperature parameters to
the scheduling of the switching on and off of the cabin,
as well as remote predictive maintenance, ensure constant
consumption monitoring and a reduction
in maintenance costs.
To make wellness more and more accessible and smart.

D iscover more ab out our technological
solutions and innovations
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

G R E E N PA C K
Our Research & Development department developed a system to
improve the functions of our products. By installing Green Pack, it is
possible to reduce energy consumption thanks to smart detectors
that prevent needless steam leakage, control the heat and humidity
of the environment and maintain a constant temperature through
the energy load management. A sophisticated system that allows
an average of 20% energy saving.

E CO S PA T E C H N O LO G Y
An innovative control system to bring together all our product
devices. It is a management software, installed in each one of
our products, that allows to measure constantly and in real time
the fundamental parameters of the equipment. It monitors the
equipment and allows for the automated management, remote
diagnostics, and optimization of energy loads distribution
through a practical touch-screen display.

SIM 4.0
Telemetry of each installed spa product, a software that
allows to constantly measure the essential parameters of the
equipment. It monitors the usage of the products, detects any drop in
performance, as well as anomalies and alarms. It controls the energy
load in real time, so that it is possible to intervene before the problem
occurs. Its Business Intelligence provides a report showing the spa
performance, the guests’ preferences, and the equipment energy
consumption, in order to favour optimum management of the spa.
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

Control Room
O ur Control Ro om was designed to monitor each piece of equipment remotely.
From here, we can support every client ensuring prompt,
inexpensive remote action to prevent
anomalies and malfunctions.
Remote observation and feedback allow us to draw up
an accurate statistical analysis of the equipment,
which also allows us to optimise its use depending on the
real needs of the clients, thus perfecting energy eff iciency.

We have entered the era of “predictive maintenance”,
a further advantage for our clients, who can
benef it f rom our technical support before
the problem even occurs.
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REFERENCES

Our best
references
Our products are the result of the experience that comes
f rom over 4000 completed projects worldwide.

D iscover more ab out our references worldwide

Mandarin Oriental

Nana Princess

Milan - Italy

Crete - Greece
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REFERENCES

Atlantis The Palm

Vivamayr Medical Health Resort

Le Agavi

Dubai - UAE

Altaussee - Austria

Positano - Italy

Octant Hotels Douro

Le Sanglier des Ardennes

Hotel Gardena Grödnerhof

Castelo De Paiva - Portugal

Durbuy - Belgium

Ortisei, South Tyrol - Italy
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REFERENCES

Grand Park Hotel Rovinj

EALA My Lake Side Dream

Rosewood

Rovinj - Croatia

Limone sul Garda - Italy

Phnom Penh - Cambodia

La Isla Y El Mar Hotel Boutique

Manna Resort

The Mulia Resort & Villas

Lanzarote - Spain

Montagna, South Tyrol - Italy

Nusa Dua, Bali - Indonesia
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Weinegg Wellviva Resort

L'Apogée Courchevel

Almwellness Hotel Pierer

Appiano, South Tyrol - Italy

Courchevel - France

Fladnitz - Austria

MSC Crociere

Costa Crociere

Mira Hotels & Resorts

Worldwide

Worldwide

Italy
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Via Stazione 25 • 38030 Ziano di Fiemme (TN) • Italy
+39 0462 571 881 • info@starpool.com
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